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‘Born To Be’ is an extended informercial about a

transgender surgery centre parading as a documentary. 

At its heart is the gallant figure of Dr Jess Ting, a man with

a mission, fighting against all the odds, to remove healthy

tissue from mentally disturbed patients in wholly

experimental operations. 

Patients give eyeball popping confessions like ‘[vaginoplasty] is the biggest accomplishment
of my life’.

It’s put together very slickly, making best use of musical interludes (a motif to represent
Ting’s humanity no less), using the pts as props to

advertise specific services. 

The film begins with short clips of pts in consults with Ting, hopping from pt to pt,
showcasing the breadth of the services available. Finally a pt bursts into joyful tears learning
their date and a mournful double bass plays.

We see Ting at home with his kids and learn he only started doing transgender sx just *18
months* ago. His clinical background is in breast recon sx. 

The reason why he has moved into this area was due to being asked and was the only one who
didn’t say no. He had never even

met a transgender person prior to taking on this role.
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We see him trying to communicate with his nanny who doesn’t speak English via iPhone
translation. Then him in a car ruminating on how suicidal transgender people are, and he
recounts a patient committed suicide because they

weren’t able to wait for their surgery to be performed. 

The film homes in on a handful of patients, but none more so than Devin, a young man in his
early 20s. We meet him in his final consult with Ting prior to vaginoplasty, he states that he
has never been happier before.

He says he has lots of questions but these turn out to be,
-Can his mother ask Ting some questions *after* the surgery? 
-Can he smoke marijuana after the operation for pain control?

We see Ting with a colleague showing photos of patient’s results to a colleague, ‘it really
looks like a vagina’ he says, then swipes and quips ‘that’s my dog’.

Ting admits that he has little training in the area of uro-genital surgery. He had been trained by
Dr Marci Bowers to

do vaginoplasty, when Bowers visited the hospital for a week, and refers to him as his
‘spiritual mom’.

(Normally a surgeon learns to do a particular operation over the course of many many years,
learning in stages and taking *time* to learn the underlying anatomy. Ting’s crash

course status would never be ordinarily allowed.) 

Bowers then appears. He tells us he has done 1,600 MTF ops, 400 FTM ops and tellingly
‘hundreds and hundreds’ of revisions. In total, he thinks he has done around 3,000 surgeries
on transgender people.

Ting tells us he saw Bowers perform one op and said to himself ‘do you know what I can do
that. I want to try it this way. I immediately wanted to start improving and changing the
operation. One of the problems with how you do the regular operation is that the vagina is dry,

so I made up a new way to do it. Which is pretty cool.’ 

He thought up the new way to do this pioneering op ‘in the shower’ and it involves taking
peritoneal tissue (which covers the colon) to make the neo-vagina.
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Bowers endorses Ting’s approach - ‘we’re always questioning our work’ - creating a
professional aesthetic for the viewer.

(Real surgical research involves trials and audits before a new procedure becomes an
approved method.)

Ting says ‘terror is a great motivator, because when you are out of your comfort zone that’s
when you really are learning’. 

(Imagine reading this in a surgery protocol? The whole concept of modern surgery is that you
sort of *know what you’re doing*.)

We flick to Ting and his team in the theatre, bantering about the size of the neo-vagina they
are creating. 

Ting continues: 
‘It is so much more complicated that the operations I was doing before, there is no
comparison.

You’re dealing with the urinary system, the GUM system, all these different organ systems,
combined into one.’ 
(NB the tautology.) 

Then we see Devin again. He shows Ting the kind of vagina he wants, Ting comments that it
doesn’t look real.

Devin say the surgery is the start of happiness and security for him. 

Next Devin is in theatre, on the operating table, still conscious. But tearful. One wonders if he
is having last moment regrets. Inspirational music soars yet has an undertone of the
bittersweet.

Cut to Ting with his bass. Ting tells us that he never had a teacher to teach him, he had to
learn all by himself. He claims that he got into the Juilliard Conservatory having had only two
lessons.

(So clearly BS, it’s unbelievable the filmmaker could swallow this up whole.)

Next we see Devin post-op, barely able to navigate stairs. Then on a table in stirrups. Ting
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dilates him - Devin is in agony. He will need to dilate himself every day, twice a day, for
several months to ensure that the surgically created fistula doesn’t close up.

Devin is in considerable distress, too scared to look at the ‘vagina’ that has been created, but
has to because he needs to learn how to dilate. Dilation is clearly agony. We learn that he has
seven inches.

More vastly inappropriate behaviour on camera, including the team dancing around with
waving dildos,Ting showing off a patient’s phalloplasty result to a partner whilst the woman is
semi-conscious in the recovery room. If this is the sort of behaviour Ting is happy to have

broadcast in a commercially released film, it makes you wonder what he wouldn’t want
shown on film.

Several of the staff at the hospital identify as transgender. Some have clearly had hormones,
others it is not so clear. One of them observes because of the high number of

transgender staff gatekeeping to treatments is lower. 

We see Devin addressing a conference and telling them that he now finally loves himself and
is able to look at himself in a mirror and smile. Applause, then cuts to Devin at home
admitting depression has
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recurred and he can’t escape his shadow. He knows he doesn’t pass and now thinks he needs
facial feminisation surgery. 

Then we see him post-facial surgery, looking little different. Devin asks Ting if he needs any
more work, ‘I could stick a fork in you’ quips Ting.

Devin has got his revised birth certificate and says he feels ‘completely reborn’.

The film documents two phalloplasty surgeries, both have post-op complications, including
urine leakage due to the urethra becoming disconnected. One learns mid-operation that this
won’t be even

the final op and difficult exchange ensues.

We see Ting groom his pet dog - supposedly a metaphor for how he cares for his pts.

We see Ting at home late at night, Devin’s mum is on the phone in tears - Devin has
attempted suicide. Ting dictates a text message to his colleagues

to inform them, asking them if Devin can have access to a drug rehab programme, although
the overdose Devin has taken is anti-histamine based sleeping pills.

One suspects the decision to include Devin’s earlier silly question about funny fag smoking
was really a cynical one.
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Devin is surrounded by female family in his hospital bed. They tell us that the whole family
supports him and has always accepted him and reflect his suicide attempt was the result of
society’s rejection of transgender people directly related to an incident where a straight

man walked out on a date. They strongly endorse that Devin loved the feeling of physically
being a woman and one of the things that ‘she was most proud of her in life’. 

The final chilling scene is Ting driving his car on the freeway at night. It’s raining. On his
hands-free

phone he conducts a phone consultation with a 14 year old child. 

We hear a small unsure voice asking ‘My mom’s asking what age do we come for the first
consultation’ (no sound of an adult voice in the background).

Ting replies that aged under 18 they have to be with a parent.

The voice sounds younger than 14 to me, and it's impossible to tell the whether it's a boy or
girl talking. The child has trouble formulating sentences, but Ting encourages them. 

‘What the earliest age for the surgery?’ 
‘In New York state, you would have to be 18 years old

to have bottom surgery’
‘Oh’. Long pause. ‘Do you think that will change in the future?’
‘Not in the next couple of years. Did you want to have it sooner?’
‘Uh-huh’ says the kid. 
‘I can understand that’
‘I’m just very inpatient’

Ends with a double bass playing.
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• • •

It really is an absolute travesty such surgeries are being performed. We learn during a facial
feminisation surgery that there is a very high risk of damage to the brain. 

It's beyond comprehension how this area of 'care' is not being robustly challenged at all.

Post-screening the mainly transgender audience watching had no critical words to say about
the film, not even the suicide attempt. In fact, it was agreed the suicide attempt did really
illustrate that society forces transgender people to harm themselves.
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